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“Arthur Christmas” 

 
 Christmas Eve has changed quite a bit in the last century or so. It used to be that Santa 

Claus could visit all of the houses in all of the countries of the world in one night using nothing 

but a wooden sleigh, eight reindeer, and magic. But now the Grandsanta of the 30s and 40s 

spends Christmas Eve alone in his room as his son Malcolm Claus flies the midnight skies. 

Because of exponential population growth and the rapid advancement of military technology, 

wooden sleighs and reindeer just won’t cut it anymore. So Malcolm Claus cruises the earth in the 

S-1, a mile-wide camouflaged aircraft manned by thousands of elves who deliver toys with 

military efficiency. It’s a good system: Malcolm Claus delivers the toys, his older grandson 

Steve Claus commands mission control at the North Pole, and younger grandson, Arthur Claus, 

works in the mail department.  

 

 At least, it’s a good system until a present accidentally gets misplaced and goes 

undelivered on the night of Malcolm Claus’ 70th mission. The revelation throws the North Pole 

into turmoil as multiple generations of Santa Clauses argue and bicker about how to fix the 

situation. Only Arthur Claus and Grandsanta, the aforementioned old-timer, believe that they 

should risk revealing their existence in the world to deliver the one mission present. Steve Claus 

feels content with airmailing the present to the little girl…despite the fact that it would arrive 

several days late. And Malcolm Claus? He’s just old; and tired; and wants to go to sleep. 

 

 Sarah Smith’s Arthur Christmas probably flew under the radar of most audiences when it 

was released in 2011. But few modern films more deserve to become a bona fide holiday classic: 

wildly inventive and refreshingly original, it manages to strike a precarious balance between 

silliness and earnestness—of being funny enough to keep audiences of all ages entertained and 

heartfelt enough to make each viewing genuinely meaningful. For one thing, there’s no villain. 

The central dynamic is one of family disagreement and strife: Arthur Claus is passionate and 

idealistic, but a bit of a klutz; Steve Claus is ruthlessly efficient at his job, but also cynical and 

occasionally callous; Malcolm Claus loves his work, but is so blinded by his own self-

importance that he’s incapable of realizing that, quite simply, he’s too old to do his job well any 

more; Grandsanta is headstrong and determined, but egotistic and contemptuous of how younger 

generations do things.  

 

 I hesitate to say more—mostly because the film is so good I want everybody reading this 

article to go watch it themselves—but suffice to say that the film’s conclusion comes with a 

restoration of balance and familial harmony. The day is ultimately saved when all of the Claus’s 

work together to make things right. Scripture speaks of a similar dynamic at work in our 

churches:  

 

 



 “There are different spiritual gifts but the same Spirit; and there are different ministries 

and the same Lord; and there are different activities but the same God who produces all of them 

in everyone. A demonstration of the Spirit is given to each person for the common good.” (1 

Corinthians 12:4-7 CEB). 

 

 Just as the Santas’ ability to accomplish their grand mission - the delivery of the forgotten 

gift - was dependent upon all working together, the church advances “the common good” by 

bringing together each person’s spiritual gift. The church NEEDS people with the efficiency of 

Steve, the passion of Arthur, the experience of Malcolm, the wisdom of Grandsanta. We are all 

tools crafted for the same project. Misplace one, and everything falls apart. 
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